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While many composers working with electronic resources these days tout the sophistication of their 
experiments, Tristan Perich does almost the opposite. For years he has worked with a technology he 
unabashedly describes as lo-fi, gritty, one-bit sound. Mr. Perich’s pieces and sound-art installations 
use one-bit electronics, which, if I understand it (and I’m not sure I do), involves electronic music that 
never has more than one bit of information at any given moment.

This New York composer gained attention last year with the release of “Noise Patterns,” which is not 
exactly a recording, but a small black-matte circuit board with a headphone jack on the side. Listeners 
who plug in earphones hear, in a way, a “live” performance of this six-track album exploring various 
uses of digital noise.

If I’m not a go-to source for explaining the technology, I can certainly report on the fascinating musical 
results presented at the Kitchen in Chelsea on Friday night, the first of two programs devoted to Mr. 
Perich’s pieces that combined one-bit sound with live music. “Interference Logic,” the first of three 
works performed, is written for four electric guitars (played here by Dither, a New York guitar quartet) 
and four-channel one-bit electronics. The physical setup was crucial to the aural ambience of this 
piece. The members of Dither, sitting in a row, were backed by a half-circle of 16 small speakers on

From left, Taylor Levine, Brendon Randall-Myers, Grey Mcmurray and James Moore performing 
music by Tristan Perich, at the Kitchen.



stands.

Laura Lutzke of the American Contemporary Music Ensemble playing Mr. Perich’s “Longitude.”

At first the guitars played mellow, alluring music, all slowly strummed, lingering tones and gently lap-
ping riffs. Then the one-bit electronics began, emerging in continuous patterns of repetitive pitches. 
Steadily, the guitar riffs expanded into murky chords and clusters, as single electronic tones seemed 
to split and fracture. Mr. Perich describes “Interference Logic” as, for him, a rare exploration of “po-
lyphony within each speaker,” with additive signals.

You sense where the piece is going. The electronics become animated with pulsing figures that seem 
at rhythmic cross-purposes with the increasingly dense, grainy guitars. The music reaches a pitch 
of intense volume, almost sensory overload. Yet the individual elements are somehow always clear. 
Though the piece lasted about 30 minutes, this mesmerizing music invited you to turn off your inter-
nal stopwatch.



Vicky Chow, left, and Saskia Lankhoorn performing “Dimensional Bloom.”

“Longitude” was written for a six-piece ensemble (violin, viola, cello, clarinet, piano and vibraphone) 
and two-channel one-bit noise. But the electronic “noise” Mr. Perich has created is strangely captivat-
ing. As the performers (members of the excellent American Contemporary Music Ensemble) played 
languid, dreamy strands of oscillating figures and sustained sonorities, the speakers emitted a con-
stant background rush of crackling static, like the feedback from amplifiers, or crackling from an old 
radio when a station is not tuned in properly. In time the unnatural static seemed not an intrusion into 
the acoustic instruments, but an organic complement.

The program ended with an exciting premiere, “Dimensional Bloom,” for two amplified pianos and 
two-channel one-bit electronics. The daunting piano parts presented no difficulties for Vicky Chow 
and Saskia Lankhoorn, two virtuosos of contemporary music.

At first the pianos played breathlessly spiraling figures and insistent rhythms, music that nodded to 
Bartok. Later, the instruments broke into cascading, manic arpeggios and obsessive swirls of hy-
per-fast notes. In this piece the electronic sounds, coming from larger speakers, trolled around in low 
frequencies to make playful yet eerie drones and bass motifs. The unlikely combination of neo-Ravel 
piano writing and “Close Encounters of the Third Kind” electronics was enchanting. And understand-
ing how the sound technology worked was not a prerequisite to appreciating the piece.


